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Trump’s travails W



The ‘generosity’ of Narendra Modi Compared with Gaddafi, who gave Libyan citizens 3 days to deposit all their liquid assets in the National Bank in 1979, the Indian PM seems almost kind in the way he enforced note ban



COUNTRY CODE



WHERE MONEY TALKS SUNANDA K DATTA-RAY



W



hoever would have thought that Narendra Modi’s kindness and generosity would have struck us in the middle of the Nile with the same blinding clarity that converted Saul into Paul? For non-Bible readers, Saul was the Pharisee who made a habit of persecuting Jesus’ followers. But when light dawned on him on the road to Damascus he became a fervent Christian and the devout apostle Paul. We, too, began to see demonetisation in a benign new light after a conversation that led to Hisham Matar’s beautifully written



novel In the Country of Men. The thought in all our minds was that November 8, India’s Black November, could have been much worse if we hadn’t been blest with such a kindly leader. The biblical analogy began when someone noticed that the river banks on either side of our cruise liner were heavily covered with rushes. “That undergrowth would have been ideal to hide Moses and his basket!” remarked an elderly retired high court judge from London. The conversation turned to persecution, and other British passengers eagerly asked what demonetisation, of which they had only vaguely heard, was all about. An American architect produced the comparison. Running up to his suite he came back with Matar’s novel which is best remembered for its atmosphere of overpowering menace. The setting is Libya in 1979 when the late Muammar Mohammed Abu Minyar Gaddafi, always referred to in the book as The Guide, was at the peak of his greatness. The story recounts how unlike the gentle Modi, The Guide gave Libya’s entire population just three days to deposit not only selective notes but all their liquid assets in the National Bank. The queues must have been enormous, for Libya seems to have had only the one bank



LUNCH WITH BS > NIRVIK SINGH, CHAIRMAN AND CEO, ASIA PACIFIC, MIDDLE EAST AND AFRICA, GREY GROUP



Managing expectations Singh tells Viveat Susan Pinto and Niraj Bhatt why 2017 is going to be a critical year both for the advertising industry and his agency



A



dversity and the desire to excel needn’t be strange bedfellows. On many occasions, they go hand-in-hand. Ask Nirvik Singh, chairman and CEO of Grey Group, Asia Pacific, Africa and Middle East. The advertising and marketing communications professional has dealt with the two for a good part of his life. “I’m lucky to have come up trumps. I got the right brands, met the right people and had good friends,” the 53-year-old executive says over lunch at the Golden Dragon restaurant at the Taj Mahal Palace in Mumbai. Singh’s sucess is an inspiring tale of how he remained unstoppable despite losing his parents, both business people based in Kolkata, in his teens. In the three-and-a-half decades since that life-changing episode — he went from chauffeur-driven cars to taking public transport as he balanced work and study simultaneously — life has come full circle. From heading the Kolkata office of what was earlier Trikaya Grey, the Ravi Gupta-led creative agency of the 1980s and 1990s, to becoming the India head of Grey in the late 1990s and then Grey’s Asia Pacific head in 2009, Singh’s rise has been meteoric. Chauffeur-driven cars are part of Singh’s life now. But the high-flier, who is a doting brother (to a younger sister, now settled in Kolkata), father (of two boys) and husband, hardly allows success to get in his way when dealing with people. He remains down to earth, friendly and fun to speak to. Africa and Middle East are recent additions to his portfolio, so there is no denying the larger role Singh plays within Grey Group, among the top four advertising agency networks of WPP, the world’s largest advertising and marketing communications company. Other top WPP agencies include Ogilvy & Mather, J Walter Thompson and Y&R. Singh is aware of what he is up against in his new role — emerging but challenging markets in their own right. Our assorted steamed dimsums and mushroom soup with red dates and snow fungus are served. “Year 2017 will be critical. What Donald Trump will do with US policy will impact all of us,” he says as he dabs a hint of chilli sauce on a vegetable and Chinese cabbage dimsum. Singh’s concerns are not off the mark here. The world is still coming to terms with US President Trump’s January 27 executive order banning travel from seven Muslimmajority countries. Some of the world’s best-



known technology companies including Google, Apple, Facebook, Twitter and Microsoft are currently fighting this directive in court even as a US federal judge blocked the ban temporarily on February 3. The news hardly bodes well for Singh, who is worried about the rising tide of protectionism and what it can do to world business. Advertising, after all, flourishes when barriers come down, not when they come up. He also has the tough task of managing the ever-increasing expectations of his bosses — both immediate superior Grey Global Group Chairman and CEO Jim Heekin, and WPP CEO and super boss Martin Sorrell. Most in the advertising world are familiar with Sorrell’s indefatigable energy. Singh recounts a recent episode with the man and how a humble exchange between the two acted as a timely reminder for him of what lay ahead in the future. “I sent a new year greeting to Martin, wishing him a great 2017,” says Singh as the table is cleared for the main course, which includes rice and noodles accompanied with chicken in chilli oyster sauce and asparagus, broccoli and water chestnut in chilli mustard sauce. “I got a reply within five minutes from Martin saying: ‘And to you and your family. We need to push in the Middle East quickly’. I replied saying: ‘Yes, will do.’ Pat came the reply: ‘Push hard’.” A sports enthusiast — he played tennis, cricket and football and pursued horseriding during his school days — Singh is adept at handling pressure. These days he goes back to playing golf whenever time permits, which is normally over the weekends, when he flies back home to Singapore, his current base, from his road trips across the regions he manages. “Playing golf is a great way to unwind,” he says. “But sports in general also teaches you about life,” Singh says. “Are you a team player or an individual player? Are you able to play under stress? Can you take both success and failure in your stride,” he asks rhetorically. Singh will need to tap into all his life’s experiences as he charts the way forward for Grey in Asia Pacific, Africa and Middle East. Besides a concerted push in the Middle East, Singh says he will look at South Africa and East Africa (which includes markets such as Kenya, Tanzania and Uganda) closely since



When servicing a car is a chore



PEOPLE LIKE THEM KEYA SARKAR



A



couple of years ago we went back to the car dealer, who had sold us our earlier car. He was surprised when we asked him for the same car in the same colour. But our decision had been made. It had to be a Maruti because that was the only company with a service centre in Santiniketan, and since we were happy with the Swift we had, there didn’t seem to be any reason to change that. In a small town where every neighbour, vegetable vendor, store owner, laundry men know you, there did not seem to be any point in changing the colour and advertising a personal decision to change a vehicle. A grey Swift is what we had and a grey Swift is what we bought! But the best laid plans often go awry



although it must have had branches. The confusion must also have been infinitely greater for tellers didn’t have to cope with notes of only two denominations. Poorer Libyans brought pocketfuls of loose change. The better-off lugged suitcases packed with currency notes. The rich brought truckloads. Matar doesn’t mention gold, land or funds salted away abroad. Perhaps Libya’s simpler economy didn’t run to such sophistication. Libyans were informed that thanks to The Guide’s magnanimity, they would be allowed to withdraw a thousand dinars annually. I don’t know the 1979 exchange rate but Google tells me that a Libyan dinar is worth ~47 today. So that would be ~47,000 annually. No wonder nine-year-old Sulaiman, the novel’s innocent narrator, muses that a thousand dinars was less than his parents spent in a month. We are lucky. Indians didn’t have to surrender all their liquid assets. True, Modi’s sudden broadcast created a sense of panic, for we were used to mature governments and orderly procedures. Mobs at once collected outside ATMs and jewellery shops while miles of cars lined up at every petrol pump. But although rules were constantly changed to keep people on their toes



and that is what happened. Soon after we bought the car, the service centre in Santiniketan stopped being a “recognised agent”. So, for all the initial free services we had to take the car either to Burdwan or Kolkata. We tried to take this change of plans in or stride and took to enjoying the rides to Burdwan or Kolkata — mostly Burdwan. But waiting at the service centre while your car gets serviced is not fun. The first hour or two kind of go by listening to the drivers’ conversations and the war of words over who got an out-of-turn hose wash. But soon the irritation of sitting in a closed space with several cars and harassed drivers begins to get to you. So when it is lunchtime, the food packed early in the morning becomes a high point of the day. This is especially so in Burdwan, because once your car is handed over, there is no other transport available in the area. There are no restaurants close by of a standard that could make you forget your servicing woes. But among the drivers and the mechanics, even sandwiches and coffee from a flask seemed such luxury that you had to find a quiet corner to devour those. As a result, we gave servicing dates a miss and only made appropriate noises when the company called to remind us and imply we were falling awfully short



of looking after our car. So it was with great joy that we greeted a newspaper insert, which announced the opening of a new service centre in Bolpur (the town adjoining Santiniketan). Our picnic days were over and we could actually avail of a pick-up-and-drop service the next time we had to send the car for servicing. That’s what we did and were thrilled to get the car back in the evening all spitted and polished! But on closer examination we realised that the inside had just been dusted and not washed. The service centre personnel admitted that they had just “blown” off the dust. They had no answer to the obvious question of what happens to the dust that just settles in another place. Deciding not to harass the poor guy who had come to drop off the car, we decided to go back to the service station ourselves and talk to the supervisor about our disappointment. He agreed that the job could have been done better but immediately started to sell us an annual service, which would extend our warranty and also assist us in case of breakdowns anywhere in the district. For ~8,000 we almost thought he had a deal. Till he pointed to the mobile service Maruti van, which would be dispatched for emergencies. Both its rear wheels were flat.



ILLUSTRATION: BINAY SINHA



ith all the incompetence, nepotism and arrogance on display in the tumultuous four weeks that already feel like four years since Donald Trump arrived at the White House, it is hard to pick one instance that is emblematic of how out of his depth the man is. The resignation this week of his national security advisor for not disclosing RAHUL JACOB the details of calls to the Russian ambassador ranks right up there, especially since Trump on Thursday blamed the media for treating Michael Flynn unfairly. Many in Congress are seeking a wider investigation. There is also the matter of the broadside by Trump against the department store Nordstrom for dropping Ivanka Trump’s clothing line because it was selling poorly. Trump tweeted that Ivanka “has been treated so unfairly by @Nordstrom. She is… always pushing me to do the right thing!” Meanwhile, Trump’s aides have been instructed to schedule as many televised events as possible from the Oval Office because Trump enjoys being seen there. This week, his daughter kicked up a storm of criticism after circulating a photograph of herself seated in the president’s chair in the Oval Office between her father and Canadian Prime Minister Justin Trudeau. “A great discussion with two world leaders about the importance of women having a seat at the table,” tweeted Ivanka Trump. I interviewed Ivanka onstage for an hour at a conference in Hong Kong five years ago and can report that she is not short on self-esteem, starting with the opening line of her book: “In business, as in life, nothing is ever handed to you.” Amid all these missteps on matters of governance, ethics and protocol, I cannot help adding the problem of Trump’s ties. The president cannot tie a tie properly. He leaves the broad end of his tie dangling well past his belt and the narrow bit unable to reach the loop on the inside of the tie. To keep things neat, Trump resorts to using cellophane tape to hold it in place. This is an utterly trivial detail at one level but also in a way disproves that Trump is capable of adapting to being in the White House. Next, we will be discovering someone ties his shoelaces for him. No matter: As Trump said in his press conference on Thursday, this administration is running like a “fine-tuned machine”. If you can believe that, you can believe anything. Apparently, his American supporters, who we must remember are a minority, do. What amazes me, though, is how many fans he has in India. Home Minister Rajnath Singh told a crowd in Uttar Pradesh that Trump had been elected because he said he would follow Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s economic policies. A Mumbai friend put out a video in support of him with this extraordinary plea: “Please understand, he is radically different and unlike all the ex MIDDLE (OF THE) ROAD presidents. The country is up shit. He is trying to do something! Please give him a CHANCE”. As the Americans say when mystified by the incomprehensible, “Go figure.” For starters, I would never have described the war-mongering Bush administration as middle of the road. But perhaps this unquestioning Indian support for him is not that puzzling. Many of us believe the best answer for this unwieldy, “functioning anarchy” of a country is a strong man — or woman. The crowds at Indira Gandhi’s memorial far outnumber those at her father’s. The support for Modi’s demonetisation was often couched in similar language: at least the prime minister was doing something. Our middle class and our elites have a tendency to simultaneously look up to the US — and envy it and put it down at the same time. Travelling between Mumbai and New York, as the friend who wrote the email does often, it would take a pretty feverish imagination to conclude that it is the US that is in deep trouble. New York’s public spaces such as the High Line and downtown near the Staten Island ferry are being innovatively expanded and made greener every year. The subway system is better than I recall it while traffic-choked Mumbai, for all its laidback charm, looks like it is coming apart at the seams. Ultimately, distressing as the first month of the Trump administration has been, it has been a comic opera of buffoons by comparison to the horrors that await us. It is apparent that the frightening Stephen Bannon, Trump’s chief strategist, is actually in charge. Trump’s weak grasp of policy and constitutional proprieties is further weakened by his impatience for memoranda on affairs of state that are longer than a page. Yet, he reportedly thumbed through a book with 17 window-draping options for the Oval Office. His administration is packed with Goldman Sachs alumni, who are likely to strip the US’ financial regulations, reducing rather than increasing capital requirements for large banks — making another Lehman-styled financial crisis and another taxpayer bailout more likely. As for the risk of stumbling into a war, as Barack Obama said at his last speech before this fateful election in November, would you entrust the nuclear launch codes to a man whose campaign team felt the need to keep him away from his beloved Twitter account for a few days before the election?



and it seemed that even the prime minister didn’t know whether he was coming or going, to say nothing of such babes in the wood as the finance minister and governor of the Reserve Bank of India, who were clearly not in the picture, we must admit we were allowed much longer than The Guide’s peremptory three-day ultimatum. When it came to withdrawals, the authorities were so generous one suspected they were thinking of fat cats, who offer a libation to Rama before robbing the poor and voting for Hidutva rather than us hoi polloi. Compare, for instance, The Guide’s austere thousand dinars a year with the lavish ~24,000 a week my wife and I could each have withdrawn every week if only we had it to withdraw. As my half-Japanese half-Parsee editor, N J Nanporia, complained in 1975, Indians lack a sense of balance. As a British Indian subject in Japan on the eve of World War II, he experienced the rigours of a fascist dictatorship firsthand. He laughed at Indira Gandhi’s Emergency as child’s play. It was vegetarian fascism, at worst. We continue to be lucky. A year after the surrender-liquid-assets fiat, The Guide took the truly revolutionary step of abolishing all private bank accounts. Matar says fortunes dissolved “like salt in water”. Everyone was reduced to the egalitarian bliss of bankruptcy. If India shuns such radical measures, it’s because, as Sarojini Naidu famously put it, poverty has always been an expensive proposition in this country of fastidious political attire. Our fakirs are billionaires. Their jholas are designer luggage.



those are the places where the big advertising opportunities lie. “This year is a landmark one for Grey,” Singh says, as he dips into the chicken in chilli oyster sauce. “The agency celebrates 100 years of its existence. It is a great time to remember the past, but also look into the future,” he says. Singh knows that the regions he controls will determine the future of advertising in the years ahead. “Martin has spelt out his vision clearly: 30-40 per cent of WPP revenue should come from developing markets and should come from new media,” he says. Singh has been quietly at work on Sorrell’s game plan, consolidating operations across markets he is in charge of and devoting time to new media, especially mobile marketing and advertising, an evolving area in countries such as India, the world’s second-largest telecom market by subscribers after China. “Advertising is one area that has consistently seen disruption in the last decade or so,” Singh says. “But the good thing is that the consumer is at the centre of everything. He is driving the change and businesses, including advertising, have to respond to this,” he says as he nears completion of his meal even as we struggle halfway through the main course. “The advertising money will be where mobile is. But we (advertising industry) are still not there as yet because (advertising) people do not know how to monetise mobile. People have cracked it in parts, but not fully,” he adds. The conversation shifts to Singh’s love for Mumbai as he waits patiently for us to finish our meal. In his three decades of professional life, Singh has worked in a number of places —starting with Kolkata, then New Delhi and Mumbai, before moving to Singapore. Mumbai, he says, holds a special place in his heart. “I love this place. I have friends here. We moved as a family here, when my younger son was born. My older son was in Class IV when we came to Mumbai. His friends are here. My wife is Bengali, but she has never lived in Kolkata. She is from Mumbai, and this place is home to her,” he says as we finish our meal. As a frequent visitor to Mumbai, Singh feels passionately about the city, which is bursting at the seams. “Why don’t you auction the name of every street as a form of collecting money,” he asks. “That will give you the necessary funds to fix Mumbai.” A nice idea, but is anybody listening?



Why lying in bed is no comfort



PEOPLE LIKE US KISHORE SINGH



I



f you’ve ever fantasised about lying in bed and being fed by hand while supine, banish the thought. For one, it is the deadliest, most boring of the seven deadly sins — or, at least, sloth is — and for another, the wife likes her sheets spotlessly clean, so even the thought of a stray crumb can cause her to forget that you are not lying amidst them by choice but because of post-operative care. People equate lying down — mandated by the surgeon-general, or, in my case, retina surgeon, which I think counts pretty high in the pecking order — with being on vacation, so my children leave me forms to fill, even though I still can’t see out of one eye, their files to sort through, and are irritated if I



ask to do it a week later when I might have some form of sight back, even though they’ve maintained them in precisely that disorder over months or years. My wife is nothing if not a ministering angel, and I wouldn’t be saying this if she wasn’t taking dictation. Now that I am 100 per cent quarantined, both car and driver are hers to command. A couple of days back, she went to have her hair coloured and managed to attend a kitty lunch on the way out, and a high tea on the way back —Honey, I mean this in a good way! That evening, she went for a luxury store opening, a fashion preview (this is different from a fashion review) and a friend’s “special number” birthday. How can I ask her to spend time “that’s so boring” with me when there’s so much to do out there? Some friends have been kind too. Sarla sent over pity pasta, so much of it I’ve been having it for breakfast, though it doesn’t taste as well with milk. Another friend sent over a pillow consisting of thermocol beans sewn into a woman’s lycra pyjama, which feels uncomfortable if you have to use it as a pillow. It’s worse since the kids decided to give it a name — Sexy Sadie — and slip briefs over it. My brother, sensibly, got me one of those



airline pillows, which the doctor had recommended anyway, but conversation with him was heavy going — he’s not given to talking much, or at all. Meanwhile, my sphere of activity is as follows: I lie on my stomach, favouring the left cage of ribs, gazing down at the sheets (which, apart from the offending crumb, I have to report as spotlessly clean). Sometimes I sprawl to the left side of the bed; for a change, I shift to the right; or, I might turn around and repeat the process. Breaking for lunch, dinner and tea offers some respite, though I’m still not allowed to look up or around, and have another week to go before some form of reprieve might be offered. It’s lonely being in bed, and Sexy Sadie hasn’t made it easier. Meanwhile, anyone who passes by the bedroom sideboard has orders to shove in a pill, or eye drops, though I’m never quite sure of their order, or quantity. Some of those medicines must be wrongly sequenced, for I find myself wide awake at night, and fast asleep during the day. The coffee tastes foul, the doctor hasn’t let me shampoo my hair in a week, the dog is sulking for not being allowed in bed, and damn if I am not hungry for some of that pasta — I might try it with apple compot.
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problem, putting intelligence agencies in the control room and the Army on the frontline. This isn’t the script Atal Bihari Vajpayee had written. And because Narendra Modi called Mr Vajpayee’s Kashmir policy his inspiration, it is for him to repair this situation, politically and strategically, not tactically or militarily.



WEEKEND RUMINATIONS T N NINAN



The AAP phenomenon he Aam Aadmi Party (AAP) has completed two years in office in Delhi. Next month, it hopes to do well in the Punjab elections. If some of the exit polls are to be believed, it may even form the government there. Thinking ahead, the party has already set its sights on Gujarat, where elections are due 10 months hence; with Rajasthan to follow a year later. As in Punjab, AAP will split the non-Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) vote in these western states — and thereby help BJP do better than it might have done otherwise. Undaunted, AAP’s one-man high command in the persona of Arvind Kejriwal is set on expanding his party’s footprint beyond the national capital. He may come a cropper, but the determination to build a regional force contrasts with Rahul Gandhi’s willingness to settle for the role of a junior ally in state after state: Bihar, West Bengal and now Uttar Pradesh. If AAP wins in Punjab, it will contrast also with the failure of established satraps to extend their reach beyond their home state, whether Nitish Kumar or Mulayam Singh Yadav, Mayawati or Mamata Banerjee, Sharad Pawar or N Chandrababu Naidu, and of course the Dravida honchos. AAP is not a party for card-carrying liberals and champions of public interest litigation, who for years have hoped for a non-Congress, non-BJP alternative; indeed, such elements in AAP were thrown out as efficiently as Anna Hazare was sidelined. What is left is a ragtag bunch that has continuously made news for all the wrong reasons: The premature death of its first Delhi government; internal ructions that were pure power-play; the steady stream of arrests of its Delhi legislators (11 at last count, out of 67), on charges varying from assault to fake degrees and attacks on women; and the tendency of its “maximum leader” to be forever combative, overstep the line and invite libel suits. It should be no surprise that such an outfit’s economic promises should be unabashedly populist (eg. half-priced electricity and free water in Delhi), while its other plank has flowed from its parentage in the India Against Corruption campaign of 2011-12. Its Punjab manifesto (rather, series of manifestos) offers higher salaries, wages and pensions, free laptops and Wi-Fi, Amma-style low-cost meals and free medical care by copying its Delhi patent, mohalla (neighbourhood) clinics. It also offers a special package for Dalits, who account for nearly a third of the state’s voters (a larger chunk than in any other state). In every way possible, the party has kept its focus on the aam aadmi, the common man. If the party does develop into a regional force, its record in Delhi becomes relevant. Has its government delivered what was promised? Yes and no. AAP has delivered cut-priced power and free, improved water supply (both benefits targeting bottom-of-pyramid consumers), but one wonders about sustainable electricity economics. AAP has had the good sense to devote a large part of its budget to education, and made a difference to Delhi’s government schools. But this is still work in progress; there is a long way to go. AAP also promised a thousand mohalla clinics, but has so far delivered barely a tenth that number, without the full bouquet of promised services and supplies (free, of course). Still, the queues at the clinics underline how they answer a badly felt need; many hundreds more are needed. Then come the failures. It promised to improve public transport by introducing many thousands of buses, but the city’s bus fleet has only shrunk. While Pune and Ahmedabad run bus rapid transit (BRT) corridors, Delhi has torn up the idea. On providing clean air to the city, it has failed (though, to be fair, the solutions don’t all lie within the state’s domain). As for addressing the needs of slums and unauthorised settlements, there has been little progress. But however imperfect this record, the question is: Would BJP or Congress have done better?
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Ignoramuses aplenty



VIEWPOINT DEVANGSHU DATTA he USA hosts the greatest scientific establishment in the world. It also has a President who says, “You know what uranium is, right? It’s a thing called nuclear weapons. And other things.” That self-same President also believes that the world isn’t getting hotter. He wants to shut down the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and he’s appointed an EPA head who is on the record saying this. President Donald Trump is not unrepresentative of Americans in his ignorance. A large number of Americans believe that dinosaurs and humans roamed the Earth together. Some also



T



believe that vaccines cause diseases. A few are convinced that LGBT persons can be “cured” of sexual orientation(s). Other people around the world have similar uninformed fantasies. For example, one of India’s neighbours has a mid-school science textbook which asserts, “The Theory of Evolution as proposed by Charles Darwin in the 19th century is one of the most unbelievable and irrational claims in history.” The same nation also has lunatics who run around shooting paramedics administering vaccines. India is scarcely better off. India’s space agency has just accomplished the impressive feat of putting 104 nano-satellites in space with a single launch. At the same time, India also had government-funded programmes that “research” the therapeutic properties of cattle urine. There is at least one well-known yoga teacher and “ayurvedist” who says he can cure HIV. Recently a college principal said that women who wear shirts and trousers develop polycystic ovarian syndrome because they think like men (men don’t have ovaries, but anyway). And, India has a Prime Minister who seems to think that the legend of Lord Ganesha proves head transplants happened in ancient India. Ignorance, even ignorance of this level,



A wake-up call at home Much of the pre-2014 peace in our hot spots has diminished. Kashmir is back on the boil and Northeast anarchic or almost a decade now, it’s been plausible to argue that India was more secure externally and internally than it had ever been. It will be hasty to call an end to it, or to declare that it was just a passing epoch. It will also be complacent not to note new threats. The external front is still the same as earlier, in spite of the months when the LoC lights up. But the internal situation has deteriorated. At its halfway point, the Narendra Modi government’s report card on internal security is, let’s stay with diplomatic euphemism, indifferent. The government inherited a reasonably stable internal security environment in the summer of 2014. SHEKHAR GUPTA Kashmir was quiet and the Northeast was more or less out of headlines. The most worrying, active trouble was then in east-central, tribal India, the Maoist region, or what North Block prefers to call the LWE (Left Wing Extremism)-hit zone. The UPA government had shown a great deal of contradictions in its handling of armed Maoists although Manmohan Singh had quite accurately diagnosed it as India’s number one security threat. Police and central forces were suffering unacceptable casualties, the political class lived in the fear of assassination and illegal “tax” collection was unabated. There was of course the other perennial threat, of home-grown or Pakistani jihadis backed by ISI, but post-2008, it had been stable. I would agree with Minister of State for Home Affairs Kiren Rijiju, therefore, when he ranked internal security threats in May 2014, as LWE, Kashmir and then the Northeast. The Maoist region is now much quieter. Security forces’ casualties are minimal and armed rebel ranks are depleted with killings and capture in encounters and large-scale surrenders, even if many of these are stage-managed or fictional. The state governments have much greater control. A good indication is the increase in mining activity. Both other threats, however, have become worse. The ranking should now change to Kashmir, the Northeast and the Maoist heartland,
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OFFBEAT SUBIR ROY hen we were young we were a little intrigued by Sarkar Babu who was the bajar sarkar. His job was to take one of our joint family servants to the market every morning and bring back a headload of vegetables and fish. We pitied his life which revolved around such trips for several families that made the filthy bazaar a kind of second home for him. He earned a pittance but it was assumed that he more than made up by way of doctored accounts. The men among the grownups, like my father and uncles, all woke up late, read The Statesman carefully over several cups of tea and left for office 9.30-ish without



W



with ISI/IM/ISIS terror threat lurking as earlier. ashmir is back on top after a decade because of a combination of external and internal factors. The relationship with Pakistan is at a low ebb, and that is also a political decision at the Indian end. The more worrying decline is internal. Unrest in the Valley over the past months has taken the mood back to the ugly 201011. It has reversed most of the gains of a peaceful election and resumption of the political process. Much was expected of a sagacious alliance between two contradictory ideological forces, PDP and BJP. But it has mostly failed. It is true that the Army chief, General Bipin Rawat, spoke more in anguish than any intent to launch a war on the local population earlier this week. But frustration with the ground situation in the Valley is rising. This is fundamentally different than what happens on the LoC. That, the Army is fully capable of dealing with. It’s a battle-hardened army that enjoys combat. Getting into low-intensity, urban operations, and having to deal with thousands of angry civilians is a different matter altogether. The Army isn’t equipped to deal with them. The most lethal weapon the mobs carry is stones. The least lethal weapon the Army uses is an automatic rifle. It’s a mismatch no regular army likes to deal with, or has ever succeeded in doing. The myth of the Israeli military genius has been exposed by similar mobs despite the use of much harsher measures on people Israel doesn’t consider its own. There is no way the Indian Army would use any lethal force even vaguely comparable against its own people. The larger failure of the NDA government, and the PDP-BJP alliance in Jammu and Kashmir lies in not being able to keep the population, particularly the young, engaged and more importantly, optimistic of the future. In the process, as in the bloody pre-2002 past, Kashmir is back to being handled purely as a security
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NATIONAL INTEREST



isn’t a problem when it’s a question of common citizens having forgotten (or never learnt) middle-school science. After all, how does it matter if your plumber has never heard of uranium? It becomes a problem when it’s displayed by policymakers and people of some influence. The vaccine-haters have put entire populations at risk because pockets of non-immunised vulnerability could lead to the comeback of deadly diseases. Vaccine-deniers are the prime reason why polio has not been eradicated, for instance. The “cattle-urine therapists” and other researchers who pursue nonsensical causes funded by the taxpayers’ rupee swallow funding that should go to the reduction of infant mortality, and the building of public toilets. The college principal who insists women students wear salwar kameez endangers them in the lab, where they need to wear protective unisex garments. The yoga teacher who says that HIV can be cured could be responsible for killing someone, who opts for “alternate therapy” rather than anti-retroviral drugs. He may even be responsible for killing many people if a HIV-positive person infects others, while under the impression that he or she is cured. The ignorant US President could be responsible for driving entire species extinct if he does succeed in shutting down EPA. He could be part of a cabal of contemporary



The joys of bazaar shopping a thought over menus, which was left to my mother and other womenfolk to decide. It all changed about the time my father retired and the joint family broke up after my grandmother’s death. My sister and I, much older by then, would laugh at my father, who had by then become an early riser and would go off for his morning walk with a rolled-up tholi(cloth bazaar bag, plastics had not yet arrived). While our servant took over from Sarkar Babu for the regular marketing, my father, after his morning walk, would make not one but two rounds of Jadubabur Bazaar (once to do a recce and a second time to buy what took his fancy). This was his impulse buying and it amused us children no end that anybody could have fun trudging the narrow pathways of a dirty bazaar looking for best buys. The other day my sister and I were laughing over the fact that post retirement, I have become like my father. Twice or thrice a week, after my morning walk and two glasses of divine tea at the roadside tea stall, I venture out in my car to one of several markets nearby, ranging from hawkers with thelas clustered at a nearby crossing with produce fresh from farms



ne index of the state of internal security is how fully India’s Central Armed Police Forces (CAPFs) are stretched. They have now crossed the million-mark in strength (the regular armies are 1.3 million) and are the largest in the world. They are, at this point, fully stretched, with almost no reserves left. Some of it is due to the state elections. But it’s difficult to foresee much respite even March onwards. That’s partly because with winter thawing Kashmir Valley will again be entering the “campaign” season — unless the political process is restored. But also because the Northeast, which was calm for so long, is active yet again. In fact, more active than it has been since the mid80s when Rajiv Gandhi signed peace accords with insurgents in Mizoram and agitators in Assam. Worse, this renewed trouble is also less military (unlike the past) but more political and, therefore, tougher to respond to. Manipur is in an active state of inter-ethnic anarchy and nobody seems to have any response to it except shove in more CAPF companies, even use IAF’s largest C-17s to airlift diesel to the blockaded Imphal Valley. This is unsustainable. Nobody had anticipated this at a time when separatist insurgency has been dormant for years. Even today it is a failure of governance as the conflict is Valley versus the Hill Tribes, Manipuri versus Manipuri. The Congress and BJP are both playing the ugly game to their own electoral advantage. Nagaland’s is a more complex — and disappointing — story. Premature claims of a settlement when only a one-page framework agreement had been signed with the largest insurgent group resulted in the peace process drifting away. This has given time and space for inter-group clashes and rivalries to fester. All of these groups carry arms and collect “taxes” although, in fairness, they mean very little threat to anyone other than each other. But they own their own respective domains, unchallenged, have become fully mixed with local populations and have stretched their influence to the adjoining district of easternmost Arunachal Pradesh. It’s a matter of time before it spreads to the sensitive oil districts of Upper Assam. The overall internal security balance sheet, therefore, could be a lot better. Postscript: The challenge of mobs in the Kashmir Valley and our Army chief’s anger brings back a conversation with late Buta Singh in the summer of 1989 when he was Rajiv Gandhi’s home minister. He had invited my then editor Aroon Purie and me for dinner, mainly to explain his defence of the scams he and his sons were then said to be involved in. He talked of a conversation on the same table with Georgian strongman and Russian foreign minister Eduard Shevardnadze, who marvelled at how India managed to deal with massive protests, when his troops unleashed poison gas on the first crowd they encountered in Tbilisi, killing many and losing Georgians and sparking the unraveling of the Soviet empire. “Your excellency,” Buta Singh said, “We never send the Army to face mobs because what can an army use but the lethal weapons it has.” “So what do you do?” Shevardnadze asked. “We have this thing called CRPF,” said Buta Singh, “If you so desire I can lend you a couple of battalions to train your people, excellency.”
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offered at a discount, right up to the prestigious Gariahat market where you would get premium stuff, at a premium price. Over the years, it has been a process of education for me, learning how to spot the best bargains in fruit, vegetables and fish. (When it came to mutton, I would take no chances, drive further down to the Park Circus market area where a few Muslim shops sell the best stuff at surprisingly affordable rates.) The first rule I learnt, on which there can be no compromise, is that the stuff has to be fresh. Something even slightly stale would not do. The second rule was that only a fool threw good money after what was touted as premium. The real challenge is to go for something affordable whose quality is just right. To do this you have to slowly learn the rules of the game. First I used to think that the toughest thing to buy would be good fresh fish that would not burn a hole in your pocket. But, over time I have realised that fruit is the king and poses the toughest challenge. Fresh Shimla apples are the best for me. I don’t touch the imported stuff like Washington, which look mechanically standardised in their evenness. Once



politicians who push the planet into a death spiral by refusing to combat global warming, while there’s still a chance of damagelimitation. He may even spark off a nuclear exchange if he decides to find out some of the things that uranium can do. The Prime Minister who believes in head transplants, directly manages the Science & Technology portfolio. (S&T has always been managed directly out of the PMO. Why this is so is a different question and perhaps worth an “entire political science” research paper in itself.) Therein lies the problem. There is a certain kind of blue-sky, undirected pure scientific research that is funded by governments. Obvious examples at the moment would include the Large Hadron Collider or the Laser Interferometer GravitationalWave Observatory. If governments don’t fund these programmes, nobody will. If government policy is made by ignoramuses, those programmes may be replaced by touchy-feely stories of dinosaurs transformed by headtransplants and super-vaccines extracted from cattle-urine. Scientists are often apolitical. But American scientists have started fighting back, raising funds to make political statements and to support candidates who understand science. Maybe it’s time Indian scientists did the same. Twitter: @devangshudatta



you have homed in on your Shimla apples you have to ensure that they are firm, crunchy and don’t crumble like sand in the mouth. The common mistake is to ask and go in for what will taste sweet. Farm research over the years has evolved varieties catering to this. By far the better eats are those varieties which have a distinctive flavour and taste, be it guavas, papayas (those that have naturally ripened are a class apart) or oranges. As for the latter, Darjeeling and Nagpur ones are at the top for me, and it goes without saying that I don’t touch Kinnow. For vegetables, winter is a great season. Quality improves, there is a riot of varieties on offer and prices crash. (I try not to think of the plight of farmers.) We are a family of two but yesterday, I bought a kilo each of tomatoes (they were going at ~10) and green peas (at ~20). When the wife protested and I said the peas can be peeled and kept in the freezer, she shot back, “You go do it.” And who can say no to a huge compact, white cauliflower which is going, for heaven’s sake, at ~10. Golden rule for both fruit and vegetables: Never buy off-season stuff, they are both costly and tasteless. On fish, I have narrowed down to two types. One is a variety of small fish alive and jumping



around in large shallow tin tanks. You can’t go wrong on them. The other is whole large rohu, weighing over two kilos (ok, you have to have it over weeks but what is a fridge for). The eyes must look bright, the anus must look red and not dirty black, and don’t look for red gills as they have invariably been doctored with blood from a previously cut fish. Once your fish is cut you will know if you have been had or not. Some blood must come out, the contents of the stomach (mostly fish oil and liver) have to look whitish and, of course, there has to be no roe. That makes the fish taste fibrous. As for the right colour, be it in fish or mutton (pink is the best, red means the animal was too old) or whatever, there are no strict textbook shades but have to be familiarised through experience. But more than the stuff rightly picked, the bonus comes with the relationships you develop with the shopkeepers. The fruit-seller suddenly the other day turned to the other shoppers and declared, “I don’t have to worry when I have customers like these, he is a big doctor at Wockhardt’s (it is nearby) and he is a top editor.” Not “top” and “was”, I corrected, and walked away feeling my day was made. [email protected]



Twitter: @ShekharGupta



End of the road for Le Professeur? EYE CULTURE DHRUV MUNJAL or all its grandiosity and inordinate riches, the Champions League can be quite a savage place. So disturbingly barbaric at times that as neutrals, you manage to develop an unfamiliar surge of sympathy for certain teams and their managers — sometimes, feeling sorry is all you can do. Along with emphatically dispelling one of those amplified modern-day football myths — that English football is the gold standard of the European game — the Champions League this week retold a more routine tale, one that comprised vapidity, implosion and spinelessness. A story so calamitous for Arsenal fans that it should — ideally, at least — now end with only one thing: Arsene Wenger’s exit. It wasn’t only Wenger. There were the players, of course. The sight of Alexis Sánchez down on his haunches wondering why a man of his ability came to this club in the first place; the customary white handkerchief performance from Mesut Özil; and a defence minus Laurent Koscielny that seemed like it was made up of a couple of headless chickens ambling on a freeway. Wenger later admitted that his team was “mentally jaded” and just couldn’t muster a response to Bayern Munich’s heavy artillery. Wenger himself has looked weary before. But never — not even during the 8-2 mauling against Manchester United, or the 6-0 against Chelsea — has the Frenchman looked so morose and clueless. During the course of this diabolic Munich evening, Wenger came perilously close to doing something no manager possibly ever has: Undo a 20-year legacy in one abject night of football. Once upon a time, Wenger was a revolutionary; Arsenal’s modern, studious version of Herbert Chapman; a possessionloving clone of Helenio Herrera. He brought with him radical training methods and diet plans, and tactics so ingenious to English football that they find a mention in Jonathan Wilson’s Inverting the Pyramid, a quite brilliant critique of the history of football tactics. His teams were built around silk and steel, brawn and brains; a utopian world where Thierry Henry seamlessly fused with Tony Adams. It was football nirvana. Not anymore. In so many of his nightmarish days as Arsenal boss in the past, Wenger was castigated for being tactically too naïve, often fielding sides devoid of any physicality against more robust and well-drilled teams domestically, as well as in Europe.
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More disquieting was his mulishness in sticking to a philosophy that was clearly failing to win games — an unfathomable obstinacy that blurs his otherwise exceptional coaching acumen even today. The great Brian Clough once famously exclaimed that “Arsenal caress a football the way he dreamed of caressing Marilyn Monroe”. Unfortunately, unless you have a certain Lionel Messi in your team, mindlessly caressing the ball doesn’t get you anywhere in the modern game. And guess what? Even Messi is struggling these days. Recent embarrassments have had little to do with tactics. Against Bayern Munich, for instance, Wenger set up his team the best way he could. A lack of height and potential defensive frailties were obvious concerns but he had to make do with whatever he had. What undid Arsenal so spectacularly was — as banal as it may sound — a stunningly timid capitulation. Fighting back hasn’t been Arsenal’s thing ever since the Henrys and the Bergkamps and the Vieiras stopped roaming the hallowed turf of Highbury. We don’t know what Wenger says to his players but whatever that is, it is clearly having no affect. The players’ refusal to respond to the manager’s calls is becoming alarmingly apparent. Just to disparage Jose Mourinho for a moment, no one really — apart from him, of course — thinks that Wenger is a “specialist in failure”. He has taken Arsenal from being perennial contenders to a European super-club, complete with a new stadium, and a sparkling identity built over two decades. On paper, they still hold their own against all major European teams. Just on the field, they come nowhere close to doing that. More than failure, let’s just say that Wenger has become a “specialist in tedium”, one who refuses to inspire or adapt. Ideally, Wenger’s inability to win the domestic title for so long should’ve seen him leave a while ago. But conservative, change-averse clubs such as Arsenal are too afraid to a replace a man weaved so densely into the fabric of the club. Unfortunately for them, the manager is held in such veneration that sacking him seems like an unthinkable option — Wenger’s future rests pretty much in his own hands. Contrary to what happens with players, age is often overlooked as a key criterion in managerial appointments. Wenger is no longer the coach he was 10 years ago; fatigue has become one of his dominant hallmarks. What Arsenal needs, apart from a kick up its backside, is ambition and belief. And, Wenger can’t give that anymore. “Le Professeur”, as he’s fondly called, may no longer have much to pass on to his pupils.
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